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Let us introduce:
Progress Reports

When lessons transferred online I missed visiting with all

the parents. Admittedly, I thought it was a social

interaction, but then I realized it's more than an

opportunity to exchange pleasantries, it was a moment to

communicate updates about the student's progress. After

consulting Ellen and Timothonius we agreed that

progress reports would ensure that the student, parent,

and teacher understand what progress is being made and

provides insights into current levels of achievement.

      I would like to emphasize that the progress reports are

to communicate areas of strength and what could be

focused on moving forward. It should be used to help set

goals and as a point of reference for continued lessons in

the fall.
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La-La Lauren's
website overhaul 

Ellen is cooking up
something new 



The show will go on
either in-person or
online

Who else is craving a recital? Recently, a student

asked if we were ever going to perform in a

restaurant again because they wanted to order the

chicken nuggets. It is good to know that I can use

food to motivate students to attend recitals.

    Despite the circumstances and regulations

continually changing, we will have a recital. The plan

is to host it outdoors and socially distanced, but if

other factors work against us we will go online.

Either way, the recital will occur at the end of June!

The students will have something to work towards! If

anyone has insights on large outdoor spaces please

get in touch with Lauren.
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Timothonius is co-

producing Calgary's
finest  

Have you been keeping up with Timothonius?

This last year he has shifted focus to producing

and working with some of the city's most

prominent names! His most recent

collaboration is with the sultry R&B singer

Justine Tyrell, co-producing her EP: While You

Were Sleeping. Timothonius has found his

groove pumping out smooth beats and is open

to sharing his abilities in music production

with students who are interested.   

   Learn more about Timothonius on his

YouTube channel and check out his feature

video with The Taylor Centre Online. 
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La-La Lauren's
website
overhaul

The website received a makeover!

Although the fundamental

information has stayed the same, we

have a few new additions. The

Resource page has printable theory

worksheets. To explore go to

www.lalalaurensmusic.com. 

   

Ellen is
cooking up
something
new
Voice instructor Ellen, has embarked on

a new passion project creating mouth-

watering cooking videos. These short

instagram videos are tantalizing! My

personal review is that Ellen channels a

Bob Ross charisma: uplifting,

motivating, and soothing. Dumplings

are one of Ellen's favourite foods, which

is why it is no surprise that her first

video is concocting a Thai Sweet Pork

Dumplings with Som Tam inspired

dipping sauce. Yum! We are eagerly

awaiting her third video. 

Check out her page at Ellencooksstuff to

excite your taste buds!
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